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ARBITRATE!

Macaulay said: “ Men are never so

likely to settle a question rightly as when

they discuss it freely.”

A new magazine, The Arbitrator, has

been established by the Free Religious

Association of America in the interest of -

progressive thought.

Its purpose is to provide a forum for

discussion of social, moral and religious

questions, and it should appeal to those

who have the will to right action.

It seeks to reveal the possibilities of a

better world and recognizes no authority

save that of Truth as freely sought by

open minds.

Facts must be faced, unpleasant, un

conventional or irritating though they be.

A free mind revels in a good argument

that overthrows pet theories.

The conscience and intellect of the

reader must be the judge of moral

values. The questions asked in each

issue make you think.

Debates by experts now available

include Single Tax; Birth Control;

Modern Education; Free Trade vs.

Protection; Ideals of Political Par

ties; Religious Unity, with question

naire; Universal Military Training.

10 cents each.

Subjects proposed for future issues:

Compulsory Veracity in Newspapers;

Prophylaxis; Democracy (article

promised by Louis F. Post); Sex

Instruction; Uniform Divorce Laws;

Old Age Pensions; Amnesty for

Political Prisoners; Freethought, etc.

Subscriptions have come in from all

parts of the country; from ministers, so

cialists, libraries, colleges, working men

and social agencies. We need both con

servatives _and liberals who seek the true

way of livmg and are willing to hear the

ideas of others.

$1 a year; 25 cents for three months

A copy of “ Religion for To-day ” by

John Haynes Holmes ($1.50) will be

supplied to subscribers for fifty cents.

Upton Sinclair’s “Profits of Religion”

(50 cents) to our new subscribers is

25 cents.

THE ARBITRATOR

P. O. Box 42, Wall St. Station, New York City
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T is announced from Paris that the League

of Nations Commission is about to conclude

its work, and will immediately place before the

Peace Conference the draft of a constitution.

Agreement has already been reached on certain

matters, such as the abolition of military con

scription, reduction of armament, both on land

and sea, the prohibition of the submarine as a

weapon of war, and the use of the economic boy

cott to discipline any nation that violates the

principles of the League. The question of

whether the League is to have its affairs admin

istered by a permanent executive body, or

whether its continuity will be maintained merely

through a secretariat, has apparently not been

settled. It probably will depend on the extent

to which the methods of Allied cooperation dur

ing the war in connection with food, commerce,

and finance are to be perpetuated. It has been

our opinion that this cooperation is the core

and nucleus of the League. Merely to provide

that high officials of the different Governments

should meet at intervals for the purpose of

smoothing out difficulties and avoiding friction,

would mean that the nations would not be much

better off in the settlement of disputes than

heretofore.

OR internationalism to maintain itself even

as a sentiment requires a basis of coopera

tion in practical affairs, and this would have to

express itself in adequate administrative ma

chinery. The Commission has avoided the ob

viously impossible, that of constituting a super

sovereignty of any kind which would hold coer

cive powers over any member of the League.

As to tribunals, it is likely that The Hague ma—

chinery will be accepted and given a new status

of authority. Of much greater value than judi

cial or police functions would be those of an in

ternational house of representatives as pro

posed in a memorandum submitted by the Cana—

dian Minister of Justice. The parliamentary

principle is the essence of democracy. Nations

would bring their claims and grievances to the

bar of public opinion for settlement by the

judgment of mankind, just as in domestic mat

ters. It signifies little whether the proceedings

are formalized in a vote or whether the vote

would carry authority. What is important is

that the people of one nation should hear an

authoritative and open statement of claims by

the nations of an opposing side. It would be

curious if this method of public discussion

should provide the last paragraph to the his?

tory of diplomacy.

LACING the German colonies under inter—

national control, to be governed for their

own good, offers an excellent opportunity to

start on a sound economic foundation. It has

been the practice of the conservative to meet

proposals that could be answered in no other

way by saying that it would no doubt have been

an excellent thing had it been introduced in the

beginning, but that social laws and customs are

now so fixed that their change would work in

justice to vested interests. This objection does

not apply to these colonies. Economic develop

ment is there so near the beginning that vested

interests are very small, and the readjustment

can be made at slight cost and with little dis

turbance. The fiscal policy of these colonies

should be based on the principle that natural

resources belong to the people in common, and

that land values—which are created by society

—should be taken in the form of a tax to de

fray the cost of government. This policy
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should be the easier of application to the colo—

nies inquestion because it had already been par

tially applied in the colony of Kiau-Chau,

China, where it is reported that improvements

and other labor products were taxed lightly,

or not at all, and land values were made to bear

the chief cost of government. The colonies

should serve as an economic laboratory for

the testing out of rational theories that

timid persons in older countries hesitate

_ to try.

EST the trying conditions under which cer

tain United States Senators labor be over

looked, a word of caution to the impatient may

be offered against a too hasty judgment. In

normal times members of the “ greatest deliber

ative body on earth ” have little trouble in se—

curing their share of public attention; but dur

ing a war interest lies mainly in the executive

branch of Government. Hence, the only way

for members of the Senate to arrest public at

tention is to offer constructive legislation, or to

associate themselves with the executive depart—

ment. But as certain Senators appear to be

unable, or disinclined, to offer anything con

structive, and as it would be impolitic for them

to agree with a political opponent, they have

given themselves over to shrewish scolding,

which has increased in virulence in proportion

to the President’s triumphs at Paris. No sooner

was it announced, for instance, that the German

colonies would be placed under some form of

guardianship by the League of Nations than

Senators Lodge, Knox, and Penrose sprang

into the breach to save the nation from a fatal

misstep. Not while they have access to Wash

ington reporters will the President be allowed

without protest to betray his country. It is

daily becoming more apparent that the labors

of the Peace Conference will in the end come to

naught; for, no matter if all the nations there

assembled come to an agreement, and the peo

ples of the world approve, there will still remain

the insuperable obstacle of the three tailors of

Tooley Street.

N discussing the organization of the next

Congress it seems to be taken for granted

that it will be Republican. This is none too cer

tain. At this time it appears as if it would be

a brand of Republicanism that neither Cannon

nor Penrose will recognize. Ardent Republi

can partisans forget that insurgency is just as

much alive as ever. If a standpat machine is

set up it will be opposed by at least seven Re—

publicans in the Senate and fifty in the House.

Already the factions are quarreling over the

spoils, and it is difficult to see just how the

standpatters can be successful in the Senate,

where the Republican margin is a single vote.

The chief danger in both houses is that Boub

bon Democrats will come to the aid of the Pluto—

cratic Republicans, just as Tammany and Can

nonism joined hands in 1910. _Such a union

might come again, and on the whole would be

desirable, for its logical result would be to force

the progressive Republicans and the progres

sive Democrats together into an Administration

party.

HE President has renominated John Skel

ton Williams as Comptroller of the Cur—

rency. Undoubtedly the Senate will fight con—

firmation, for there will be plenty of pressure

from bankers. No public official in all Wash

ington is more hated by privileged financial in_

terests than Mr. Williams. Able, sane, con

structive, John Skelton Williams belongs social

ly to the banker caste—which accounts in part

for the hatred and vituperation he has encoun

tered for what is regarded as treason to his

class. Although a man of means, he is an in—

stinctive democrat and has that rare combina

tion, diplomacy and fearlessness. Also he has

a healthy regard for law enforcement, and has

not spared his friends. Those former friends

have not been idle, and there are vitriolic whis

perings in senatorial ears. Mr. Lodge and

Mr. Penrose will protest loudly and editorial

writers will rave, but while the Senate is less

docile than usual because the President is

abroad, it may be more amenable to public

opinion.

THE appointment of an Employers’ Com

mission by the Department of Labor will

puzzle those opponents of the Administration

who believe that Mr. Gompers writes all the

President’s labor speeches and who regard the

Department of Labor as a Department of

Union Labor. The new commission is going to

England to study labor problems and labor leg

islation. It is composed of five employers, and
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every one is a millionaire. - This action may

temporarily silence the criticism of the Admin—

istration among the employing interests, but

will bring a storm of protest from the wilder

radicals, who believe that the President has sold

out. hicanwhile, labor seems to approve. To

the casual observer it would seem that the Ad—

ministration is on the right track. A little

more study of employers by Wage earners,

and of wage earners by employers, might lead

each to the conclusion that neither is the natu

ral enemy of the other, but that privilege is the

enemy of both.

N interesting bit of news comes from \Vash

ington regarding the clerical assistants of

Congressmen. The House voted on January

18 to increase each member’s allowance for

clerk hire from $2,000 to $3,200, “provided,

that no part thereof shall be paid- to any mem—

her.” This strange reflection upon the person—

al integrity of Congressmen will be better un

derstood when it is known that heretofore each

member has had $2,000 paid to him in hand,

which he has been free to spend for clerk hire,

or to give to his wife or daughter for nominal

service. It is not of record that any member

who did not need clerical aid, or got on with the

help of his wife or daughter, ever returned any

of the money. Hence, the provision that the

increase that has been voted shall go directly to

employes of the Government. But this pro—

vision was passed by a vote of only 150 to 146,

with 7 members answering “ present,” and 127

members absent. The margin is very small, and

the Senate is still to take action. It appears

to be a case where publicity will have a whole—

some efi'ect.

FABLES are always interesting. During the

war there was a particularly interesting

one that captains of industry were fond of re

peating. It was related nightly at the clubs,

and gave great comfort to the lonely profitccr.

Sometimes it concerned the riveter who got

twenty dollars a day; sometimes it laid bare

the scandal of the carpenter who never drew a

pay check on Saturday night for less than a

hundred dollars. It came in many forms, but

it nearly always concerned shipyards, and it

gave great comfort at all times to the patriots

for-revenue-only. Now comes the Shipping

Board to tell us something about its payroll.

According to the figures of the Emergency

Fleet Corporation there are approximately

386,000 employes in the shipyards. The

weekly payroll is $10,500,000, which makes the

average wage per week about $27. This is the

average for all persons, including the day

laborer and the $25,000 a year executive. After

making proper allowances for a reasonable

number of high—salaried officials, it is very

doubtful if the average daily wage will amount

to as much as $% per day. There is nothing

in the theory that the war has increased wages.

Money wages have gone up, it is true, but there

has been an enormous increase in the cost of liv

ing, and it is very doubtful if there has been a

compensatory rise in wages except in the cases

of unskilled laborers, and of certain very highly

skilled trades where an extreme shortage of

workers existed. From the time of the outbreak

of the European War down to'the latter part

of last fall the increase in the cost of living was

approximately 62 per cent. If we translate

this wage into terms of pro-war purchasing

power, $4 today is probably the equivalent of

about $2.50 the day the European War was de—

clared. The Worker seems to be barely holding

his own.

N the resignation of Carl Vrooman as Assist

ant Sccretary of Agriculture the Adminis—

tration loses one of its ablest members, and the

public is poorer by a zealous and an able public

servant. It is to be hoped that his health will

soon permit him to ree‘ntcr public life. Himself

a practical farmer, Mr. Vrooman has done much

to mold and give youth and plasticity to a de

partment that had grown hoary and inflexible

under years of a reactionary régimc. Estab

lished originally for the encouragement of agri—

culture, the department gradually became anaes

thetized to the interests of the producing

farmer. Although it published much desirable

and beneficial information on insect pests, it

took no interest in the growing blight of ten—

antry that had been sweeping the country. Nor

was it concerned with the social and economic

factors that made the farm the last competitor

of the slum as a breeder of disease and low

moral standards. The same attitude that made

it callous to tcnantry permitted it to make in

tensive studies of the disease of farm cattle,
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while disregarding the high death rate among

farm women and children.

URING the Roosevelt and Taft adminis—

trations a few internal explosions in the

Department of Agriculture, such as the \Viley

episode, let in a little sunlight. Otherwise, the

organization was inflexible—and is yet for that

matter—for it takes years of manipulation from

the top to correct old tendencies. A depart—

ment is pretty much like a man. If it acquires

bad habits in its youth they are likely to per

sist during manhood.

Such was the Department of Agriculture,

smug, content, and scientific—after a bureau

cratic fashion—when Mr. Vrooman came to it

from the West. The suspicion of the bureau

crats limited his effectiveness at first, but he

soon demonstrated that he was a very practical

Utopian. The younger generation, perceiving

that one may have vision without being a vision

ary, began to rally around him. The infection

will spread. Mr. Vrooman will be a power in

that department whether actually in office

or not.

Why We Hate the Bolsheviki

HIS is not the editorial “ we.” Rather it

denotes a polyglot consensus of society

the world over. ‘ The articulate and critical

have a “hunch” that the Bolsheviki, whose

government in Russia persists, are anathema.

The newspapers are sure of it. Why? We

come near a correct answer by studying fairly

the phenomenon of the I. W. W. as we have it

in America. The Bolsheviki are far away, con

cealed in folds of Oriental and Muscovite emo

tion, barricaded by a jealous censorship, and

speaking for us an unknown tongue. But the

I. W. W. we have with us and the language

they speak is crisply intelligible. It is the lan

guage of direct action. If our Government in

any State were weak and inefficient, and the I.

W. W. combined with an impoverished class of

working farmers were to seize the reins and

rule, we should have the essential principles

and conditions of the present Russian Govern

ment.

Apologists sometimes assert that there is

nothing in the theory or practice of the 1. iv.

W. that calls for force or confiscation in their

attitude to the successful classes. But the

prophets and exhorters of the order do not

justify the claim; and it is because they do rely

on the might of their own right arm to seize

and keep or distribute that capitalism is al

most paralyzed with fear and hatred. Here is

the labor problem at its irreducible minimum.

\Vhile the field was broad and open, employers

could supplant skilled workmen with cheaper

and less skilled; they could circumvent 0r

cajole the unions; they found the Socialists

apparently harmless, and fraternized with them

in sociological confabs; they had a. way of

making ineffective great monetary or trans

portation or labor reformsk—all because there

was a vast hinterland of ignorant, half-em

ployed, unorganized human beings capable of

being harnessed to the industrial chariot. But

the unorganized are organizing on a new basis;

the ignorant are expressing themselves in terms

of urgent analysis and criticism; the helpless

and unemployed are simply going after govern~

ment by themselves and bread.

We see the meaning of any social phe

nomenon only as we grasp the significance of

'the action against which it is the reaction.

Czarism was the real cause of Bolshevism, and

industrial autocracy is responsible for the I.

W. _IV. Fifty years of protection and privilege

adequately explain the wide protest of every

laboring class from the most skilled type to the

lumberjack and fish canner of the Far West.

The capitalist is willing still to parley with the

unions and the Socialists; but to jail with the

I. W. W., drive them out of town, make abso

lute outcasts of them. That, too, is the ap

proved international attitude toward the B01

sheviki and their government.

Respectable revolutionaries in Russia refuse

to convene with the Bolsheviki. In America

capital cannot think of meeting the I. W. W.

half way or a quarter way. And yet an an

cient bit of wisdom toward the errant was,

“Come now, and let us reason together——

though your sins be as scarlet.” The whole

modern significance of the mOVement of which

the Bolsheviki and the I. W. W. are merely

symptoms is that the world has entered into a

new capacity for self-understanding. What is

peculiarly human begins in the rational, and

the only mode of establishing a ratio between
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divergent factors in communities or nations is

mutual approaches through fair feeling and

sound reason. When the most opposite ele

ments make up their minds to reason together

with the determination to harmonize their dif

ferences, a workable unanimity is only a matter

of time. Civilization is as strong only as its

weakest part; and happy is that country that

rationally placates its lowest social element,

for then it will have no feet of clay.

The New Colonial Principle

ON grappling with the first serious question

in connection with settlements that has

confronted the Peace Conference, it becomes

clear why our delegation has insisted upon the

prior acceptance of the principle of a League

of Nations. Instead of all arrangements being

made in terms provided by the old European

methods and the conference closing with adula—

tory lip_service to the principle of world unity,

the process is reversed. The Concert of Powers

is to be a very real thing, with heavy respon

sibilities from the start, and the manner of all

the settlements is to be determined by it. How

to dispose of the German colonies has been a

standing puzzle for the past four years. To

return them to Germany was out of the ques

tion with all who had given careful study to

German colonial methods. It was not merely

the fact of consistent exploitation and ill-treat
ment of natives, by which Germany was proved Y

incompetent in the field of colonial administra

tion, but the colonies had been acquired and

held, not for purposes of commerce or settle

meat, but as a, method of imperial expansion.

They were jumping-off points for German

policy, further means of threatening the peace

of the world. They fell, therefore, into the

same category as the navy and the military es—

tablishment. To take them from Germany is

nothing more than to curtail her power for

evil. If the new Germany is to be credited with

good faith in the reformation she has under

gone, she will feel and express little regret at

the loss of her colonial possessions. For a na—

tion intending peace they are an expense and a

liability.

But failing their return, the problem of their

disposition became embarrassing, especially for

England, who was in occupation of most of

them. It was commonly assumed in England

that the British Empire would have to accept

them in the interests of security and good ad

ministration. There is no desire on the part of

England for territorial expansion. It is real—

ized that the capacity has been reached of

land for economic development and settle

ment within a responsible forecast of the

growth of British population. But other ques

tions were involved, principally the wishes of

the self—governing~Dominions. The Union of

South Africa claimed Germany’s colonies in

Africa, but the basis of this claim was little

more than right of conquest. Australia and

New Zealand have been insistent since the early

days of the war that the Pacific Islands should

fall to them. Their claim is based upon desire

for security, fully justified as against return to

Germany. It was to satisfy these claims, in the

apparent absence of any alternative, that Eng

land entered into the arrangement with Japan,

whereby the latter was to receive all German

possessions in the North Pacific. The British

Government earnestly desires to keep itself free

from the accusation of conquest. It must there—

fore welcome an arrangement by which it can be

relieved from its previous commitments, even if

the desires of the Dominions have to be re—

strained in so doing.

The new principle accepted by the confer—

ence is that the German colonies are to be inter

nationalized, to be held in title by the League

of Nations and administered through manda—

tory powers. The only dissentient voice is that

of Australia. It is ironical that the most ad—

vanced democracy in the world should at this

crucial time insist upon expansion. There can

no longer be question of security, and so far as

concerns control of immigration, this is ob

viously a matter that must be worked out in

universal terms by the new League. In prac

tical effect, the islands will be part of the Brit—

ish Empire as the power best fitted for their ad—

ministration. But the new principle established

is that-backward peoples and undeveloped coun

tries can no longer fall to the absolute posses—

sion of any one nation, but must come under the

trusteeship of all. The same principle is un—

doubtedly to he applied to territory taken from

the Turkish Empire. TheSQ regions, Mr. Lloyd

George explicitly promised, should he held for
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the disposition of the Peace Conference. It is

seen at last that those things which have most

divided mankind in the past are the very things

which'are calculated to maintain unity if only

they are seen with the eyes of justice. And the

same reversal of principle could be applied with

in Europe itself.

Poland Reborn

HIS country has just accorded recognition

through President Wilson and Secretary

Lansing to the new Government of Poland, of

which Paderewski is Prime Minister and For

eign Secretary. Thus closes a long and un

happy chapter of Polish history, and with it the

most typical consequences of the old state sys

tem of Europe. Three great autocratic powers

partitioned the country for their mutual bene

fit and in the hope of keeping peace among

themselves through community of crime. These

three powers with the Qiutocraey that formed

their corps now lie in the dust, and there rises

from amid the ruins a new nation which it is

hoped will give to the Poles that position of

freedom and independence for which their pa—

triots for a century have aspired and

struggled. .

The story of the partition and oppression of

Poland is known to every schoolboy, but there

are some less known aspects which it is well to

recall at the present time, as they are signifi

cant for Poland’s future. Russia is usually

credited with the greatest share of the wrong

doing, but as a matter of fact the maltreatment

of Poles, as well as the partition itself, grew out

of a settled German attitude and policy. It

was on the initiative of Frederick the Great

that the first partition took place in 1772. He

came to an agreement with Catherine II. and in

veigled Maria Theresa, through her son Joseph

II., to come into the deal. This theft of terri—

tory was bad for Russia, as she has realized

many times, but it was useful for Prussia. as it

gave her some of her richest provinces. The

Poles themselves were powerless because of

their old constitution with its provisions for an

elective king and for the liberum veto by

which all measures had to be carried unanimous

ly in the Polish Diet, and which constitution

both Russia and Prussia were determined to

maintain in spite of the most strenuous at

tempts on the part of the Poles to reform it.

The second partition in 1793 was even more

cynical, and it was followed by several others,

until in 1815 the Congress of Vienna ratified

an arrangement by which the unhappy country

was completely divided among the three great

powers.

Since 1815 Poland has been one of Germany’s

principal problems. Russia has been disposed

several times to grant Polish independence, but

on each occasion the intention was frustrated by

Prussian maehination. An independent Poland

would weaken and menace the German Empire.

The latter could not afford to face a strong

claim for Silesia and Danzig, backed by twenty

million members of a warlike race, in a Europe

where she was already unpopular. Moreover,

it was useful to her to have across her border

in Russia an insurrectionary population. She

therefore fomented disturbance on the part of

the Poles and oppressive measures on the part

of the Russian Government. And so events

marched on to the Great War. Both Germany

and Russia promised independence to Poland in

order to gain the support of the Poles. There

is every reason to believe that the announcement

made by the Grand Duke Nicholas was made in

good faith. What Germany really intended

was demonstrated when her power was supreme

in the East. Only the possibility of dissension

with Austria prevented the outright annexation

of the whole of Poland.

As for the future, the outlook is far from

simple. The Poles can hardly be credited with

great political and administrative abilities. In

this respect they are like some of the other lib—

erated and would—be liberated nationalities of

Europe. And yet, if German Poland is in

cluded in the new republic, the country will be

the most powerful for its size and population in

Central Europe. It constituted before the war

the most important industrial area in Russia.

Possession of Silesia would increase its economic

power immeasurably. The question is whether

nationality is to be the one determining prin

ciple in all arrangements. The future enmity

of Germany must not be discounted, especially

if Danzig is taken from her. As for economic

advantage, there can be no doubt that it would

lie within a federated Russia, with free access to

her great agricultural markets.
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A New Color Line

HERE is a widespread feeling of uneasi—

ness among Southerners about the return—

ing Negro soldiers. The Negroes of the nation,

North and South, are manifesting a restless

ness not heretofore known among them. Some

local bodies of white citizens in the South have

considered the prohibition of the sale of fire—

arms to Negroes. Thousands of young Negroes

who have never been fifty miles from their homes

will soon be back from France. For a space, at

least, they have tasted of freedom. Many of

them went out illiterate. They come back with

the rudiments of education, and with minds

sharpened and made alert by contact with other

people. Men who were the sons and grandsons

of slaves have square shoulders, straight backs,

and know how to shoot. The South is thinking

very hard.

Two different policies of dealing with the

Negro are before the nation for choice. One

is the traditional Bourbon policy of enforcing

white supremacy by brute force. The Kuklux

Klan is reported to have reappeared in Ten—

nessee, Alabama, and Georgia. Lynching has

increased, apparently, in the last few months.

The inevitable effect of this policy is plain. The

Negro people are not in the calm state of mind

they were five years ago, before the war.

There is a new spirit and a different policy

springing up, however. The great majority of

intelligent white citizens in the South see the

futility of force, and are looking toward jus

tice as the means of promoting race betterment.

Old antagonisms founded upon previous con

ditions, political and economic, are breaking

down. The trade unions are beginning to invite

Negroes to organize. Men of standing in the

South are beginning to preach the responsibility

of the South for the education of the Negro,

for fair dealing with him in court and school.

There is even a sentiment for the recognition

of his political rights. A scant month ago the

Columbia (S. C.) State declared for the enfran

chisement of the Negro.

The change is due in no small measure to the

President, and to men like Secretary Baker and

Secretary Wilson, who, during the war have

used their official power to give the Negro a fair

chance in the army and in industry alike. But

the time has come for larger measures. Dr.

George E. Haynes, one of the best equipped

leaders of the Negro race, and one of those with

the widest experience, suggests in an article in

this issue a national commission on Negro ad

justment. Nothing is more needed at the pres

ent time.

Battleships or Public Schools

IT depends upon whether the knife is in the

hands of a surgeon or an assassin whether

the cutting is likely to result in good. The

unanimous decision of the House Naval Af—

fairs Committee to report the three—year naval

building plan, including ten battleships to cost

not over $21,000,000 each, at the very moment

the League of Nations is in the process of

formation is startling.

If this action were due to the motive implied

by Admiral Mayo’s testimony before the com

mittee, it might well be disturbing to persons

who are looking ahcad. The admiral declared

that the League of Nations idea “is rapidly

getting down to a sewing circle, with no means

of enforcement,” and urged the building of the

largest navy in the world. But it is more re—

assuring to know that the unanimous consent

to the committee’s report is due to the request

of President Wilson, and that the report con

tains the provision that “if at any time before

the construction authorized by this act shall

have been contracted for there shall have been

established with the cooperation of the United

States any tribunal or tribunals competent to

secure peaceful determination of international

disputes,” such program may be suspended by

the President.

To one reading between the lines it is appar—

ent that President Wilson is taking no chances

at the Peace Conference. Having made his ap

peal to the conscience, and having demonstrated

to the statesmen of Europe that their own peo

ple are with him, he seeks to show them that,

should they falter in responding to conscience,

they will be confronted by a great American

navy.

And this is the alternative of a League of

Nations: a navy costing over a billion dollars a

year, with battleships at $21,000,000 each. A

billion dollars a. year for a navy to protect us

from Christian'nations, while our total expen~
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ditures for elementary public schools in 1916

Were only $558,000,000. TWenty-one million

dollars for a battleship, when the average salary

of a schoolteacher in Mississippi was $235 a

year. The price of one battleship would equal

that of a thousand schools at $21,000 each;

and the cost of its upkeep would be far greater

than that of the schools.

Can America afford a billion-dollar navy?

Most assuredly. It would cost less than ten

dollars apiece. But why ten dollars apiece

for a navy when we are paying only

five dollars apiece for public schools? A

League of Nations means something more than

the end of wars. It means an end to great

navies, big armies, and universal military ser

vice. And best of all, it means money for more

schools and better education.

Class Consciousness

HY a labor party? Why high wages?

Why does THE PUBLIC encourage class

consciousness? These are questions put by a

correspondent whose opinion is worthy of re—

spect, and whose reasons accompanying the

questions would indicate that he himself would

answer them in the negative. The three ques—

tions are really included within the last. Why

encourage class consciousness? Class con—

sciousness is not encouraged by THE PUBLIC,

except in so far as it coincides with economic

consciousness. There is no occasion to set

laborer against capitalist, producer against

consumer, farmer against banker, or tenant

against landlord. Class consciousness should

not be aroused as between persons, but as be—

tween the application of principles that beget

class distinctions. THE PUBLIC believes that

there are certain known fundamental economic

laws that govern the relation of man to man in

society. If these laws be recognized in human

enactments, wealth will be distributed according

to the share of each person in its creation; that

is, each person that took part in the creation of

wealth will receive his proportionate share in

return.

Though wealth is produced by human effort,

it is distributed by political laws. For example,

the protective tarifl' gives to the protected man

a greater share than he would receive without

that law. So the private control of a franchise

that gives to an individual or set of individuals

power to take more for service than could be

taken without that franchise confers a special

favor. The principle is the same whether the

franchise gives control of a highway, as a rail—

road or a street car, or the exclusive service of

a telegraph, electric light, or gas company. If

the State gives to some individuals exclusive

possession of land without requiring them to

pay annually to society for the share that all

men have in all land, those landowners will be

able to take more from the total wealth than

they contribute to it.

All these laws are made and supported by

the people as a whole. But as the citizens who

are benefited by them are much fewer than those

burdened, it inevitably happens that those who

profit seek to control the political organiza—

tions that make the laws. They do today large

ly control these organizations. One cannot say

that the tWo chief political parties differ as par

ties on the question of the tariff, taxation, or

the control of franchises. There are individuals

in both parties who seek to restore economic

equality, but they are overborne by the stand

patters. Relief can come only by getting the

radicals or progressives together in one party.

This can be done in two ways. Either by or

ganizing the radicals within either party, and

seizing the political machinery, or by organiz

ing a separate radical party, and drawing away

so much of the older parties’ strength as to

compel the managers to grant the desired re—

forms.

The radicals within the old parties who are

trying to obtain control will be aided either by

direct support or by drawing off the votes by

other radical parties. If, therefore, the leaders

of the Republican or the Democratic Party per

sist in ignoring fundamental questions, and

there springs up an outside party pledged to

some or all of the fundamental principles, the

mere fact of its existence will compel the old

political leaders to modify their stand. Hence,

THE PUBLIC welcomes the Labor Party, the Na

tional Party, the Nonpartisan Party, or any

other organization taking definite stand on

fundamental principles. These organizations

are a healthy sign that the political leaven is

workiii—g. And they constitute a promise that

as soon as they become threatening, the leaders

of one or other of the old parties will yield to
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their demands. This has been the history of

the various third party movements, notably of

the Prohibition Party, which never secured

political control as a party, yet obtained the

end sought.

THE PUBLIC is not interested in the Labor

Party because it is a class movement, but in

spite of the fact that it has the appearance of

a class movement. Should it remain a class

movement it will soon perish, but if it effective

1y voices progressive thought it will constitute

one more step on the road to real democracy.

The Negro and National Reconstruction

By GEORGE EDMUND HAYNES

‘Director of Negro Economies, Department of Labor

UR own country has not felt so forcibly

as have European lands the changes that

the war has brought. Perhaps no other class

has been more affected by them than have

Negroes.

There has been a revaluation of Negro labor

by Southern employers. Many Northern white

employers have learned for the first time that

the Negro’s services can be used with success.

There has come a change in the attitude toward

them on the part of white fellow employes, par

ticularly in the North. Probably between 400;

000 and 500,000 Negro workers have moved

North during the past four years. Many of

them passed from the most remote and back

ward rural districts of the South to the most

congested and highly industrial centers of the

North. 9

Far-reaching changes have taken place in

the mind of the Negro himself. He has become

conscious that one element of a man’s liberty is

his freedom to move about at will. Thousands

of these Negro workers have come to a con

sciousness of their value 'as workers. They have

come to a new conception of the dignity of com

mon labor. The stigma of manual labor as a

badge of servitude is disappearing.

The demonstration of the Negro’s loyalty

and devotion to his flag and country has created

a marked change in the attitude of thousands

of white Americans North and South. Negro

soldiers who were drafted into the National

Army have earned high praise on the Western

front.

The development of good feeling and good

will from white people toward Negroes, North

and South, during the Great War removes the

chief difficulty that might lie in the way of such

a policy for their advancement. Participation

in the war, economic and industrial intercourse,

educational and religious exchange, and other

national currents have welded the North and

the South more closely together than at any

time during the past threequarters of a cen

tury.

Here, then, in the changed conditions and the

changed state of mind of both Negro and white

Americans we have the foundation for an ad

vance toward more amicable race relations.

We may now ask what are some of the ele

ments of a national constructive program for

adjustment of Negroes to American life?

First, the economic adjustment of the Negro

is imperative. It has three important phases.

The first relates to the better adjustment of the

thousands of landless Negro peasants. The

plantation system has been seriously affected

by the migration from the South. More than

one planter has been considering whether or

not he could successfully go on with the old

methods of tenantry. Many of them have

changed their type of farming to meet the new

labor situation. Within the past five years

there has been a steady increase in the money

value of the twelve food and feed crops raised

in the South, an increase greater than that of

the value of the cotton crops. At the same time

the movement of thousands of Negroes away

from the plantations, together with the pour

ing in upon these Negroes of new ideas through

connections with those drafted into the army,

has created a wider horizon in the rural dis

tricts of the South.

The second phase of the economic situation

of the Negro relates to industrial workers. The

first problem here is the simple opportunity of

black men to get their jobs, retain them on the

same terms as other men, and be accorded equal
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111)] for equal work. Can national reconstruc—

tion succeed without full justice being accorded

Negroes in this respect? The next thing. that

calls for careful national guidance is the oppor

tunity of the Negro wage-earner to get the

benefit of training—shop training and school

training that will enable him to become increas

ingly productive and fill a larger place in indus—

try and earn a befler wage, so that he may have

a better standard of living.

The third phase of any economic program

concerns relations with white workmen. The

Negro has not yet organized to a great extent

in trade unions. He is still suspicious of or

ganized labor. Some groups of Negro workmen

are organizing unions along racial lines. Na—

tional leaders of labor are trying to bring a

broader vision to local white workmen in order

to induce them to accord a. fairer field to their

Negro fellow workmen.

Education is the next field to which attention

is needed during this reconstruction period. a

policy of national support for Negro education

could be of far-reaching service to both the

Negro and the nation. Is it not time for the

Federal Government to be sought on this mat

ter? Is the time not ripe for the mission so

cieties that have done pioneer work so well and

so thoroughly—that have demonstrated what

can be done and how it may be done—to bring

Negro educational needs to the attention of

Congress? Funds should be provided for ade

quate common school and high school education

for every Negro boy and girl in this country

on the same terms as the white.

The third field calling for a. nation—wide pro

gram covers the neighborhood and living con

ditions of Negroes, not only in cities and towns,

but also in the rural districts. This involves

housing and health. Every one’s physical wel—

fare affects the welfare of the entire community

and of the nation.

One of the outstanding evils connected with

the Negro migration North during 1915—1918

was the housing conditions in Northern com

munities. Many of these people could not rent

or buy houses when they had the funds to pay

for them, a fact challenging every American

community. It shows conclusively the need of

some constructive program which could be

brought to the attention of public officials, em—

ployers, and business men in every hamlet, town,

and city to which these thousands are being

drawn. In most of these towns and cities there

are segregated Negro neighborhoods, and the

evils which fell upon such communities—lack

of fire and police protection, the presence of

segregated vice, the inadequate sanitary and

transportation facilities, and other unsatisfied

needs—are caustic commentaries upon our

American way of letting the weak wait for jus

tice.

Some of the existing evils, such as lynching,

should be met by the force of national opposi

tion. Constructive law enforcement will pro—

duce greater results before the event than in

vestigations after racial outbreaks have oc

curred.

Last, but by no means least, if the public

press of the country could be led to adopt a na

tional attitude of seeking and giving publicity

to the better side of Negro character and life,

of emphasizing the better side of racial codpera

tion and racial relations, much good would be

accomplished.

A striking illustration of the results that

might be achieved in America is seen in the

magnificent outcome of the educational work

for Negroes carried on by the home mission

societies with their meager furids during the

past half—century. These societies by persist—

ently following out their Christian impulses and

exercising far-seeing statesmanship have built

and maintained schools and colleges for the edu—

cation of the freedman.

Indications of a practical plan of national

organization are shown in the work undertaken

during the war by the Department of Labor

to increase the morale and efficiency of Negro

wage-earners, and to improve their relations

with white employers and white workers. In

nine States, four Southern and five Northern,

representative white and Negro citizens met in

conferences, and freely discussed codperative

plans of work and policies for meeting common

labor problems. Subsequent to these confer

ences cooperative committees of white employ

ers, Negro workers, and, wherever possible,

white workers, were appointed by States, coun

ties, and cities. These committees in cotipera—

tion with officials of the Department of Labor

accomplished a remarkable number of things

for improvement of living and working condi

tions and of race relations.
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Now that the war is over and the greater

problems of reconstruction are confronting the

nation, cannot a larger step be taken in making

nation-wide and permanent this experiment in

democratic race adjustment. The principle

adopted by the Secretary of Labor of giv

ing Negroes representation in council when

matters affecting their interests are be

ing considered should receive wider applica

tion.

The domestic and foreign relations of

America are changing. The international rela

tions will probably bring us closer to many of

the darker races of both the Old and the New

World. America wants to teach them democ

racy. In her twelve million Negroes our nation

has the ambassadors who may be most efi'ectiVe

in bearing the democratic message of peace and

good will to these darker peoples. But broad,

constructive statesmanship must develop these

ambassadors through a national policy and na—

tion-wide program in keeping with the liberal,

democratic reconstruction now opening in the

“land of the free and the home of the brave.”

Pedagogy and Syndicalism

_By FRANK T. CARLETON

Professor of Economics and Sociology at Albion College

LIFE is a great school. The baffling social

problems of today resemble closely our

educational problems. The methods of con

trol and discipline utilized in the school-room,

and the developmental processes there carried

out, have too long been neglected in the study

of social pathology and social reform. The

school is a small cosmos, a neglected laboratory

in social science. The educational problems

of interest, efficiency, orderliness, and loyalty

that school authorities face and aim to solve

are in no small scale the tasks the nation and

every community within its borders confront in

regard to the adult population.

The “ bad boy ” is usually an individual of

vigor and of potentiality. The task of an effi

cient school system is not that of taming or

of emasculating the restless “ bad boy ”; it is,

first, to find out his interests and his tastes and

then to direct the exuberant energy of the boy

into tracks that make for future usefulness and

for construction rather than for disservice and

destruction. The story of a wise manual

training teacher, Liberty Tadd, illustrates the

point. One night the police brought to him a

boy whose case in their estimation was hope

less; the boy was tagged incorrigible. Mr.

Tadd had a large busy class in wood-work.

He gave the new boy a block of tough wood, a

hatchet and few other simple tools, and as

signed him to a bench. The boy immediately

seized the hatchet and attacked the block vigor

ously and viciously. After a while he became

aware that the other boys were paying no spe

cial attention to him, and the work became tire—

some. Finally, he became interested in what

the others were doing, and asked to be shown

how to do the constructive work. The boy

came again. Within a short time he developed

into a capable and faithful worker. It was a

case of misdirected energy. His instinct of

workmanship or contrivance was aroused. The

boy had been harshly and unintelligently

treated; the normal outflow of activity due to

his instincts and desires had been blocked by

his home, playground, and school environment.

He came to feel that all the world was against

him—and unfortunately he had drawn a con

clusion which was not far from accurate.

Placed in a new environment for only a short

time each day, under more wholesome influ

ences, and subjected to an unusual but intel

ligent kind of treatment, this destructive hood

lum was transformed into a useful and con

structive worker. It must be admitted that

the school cannot unaided solve all bad-boy

problems. The most skillful teacher cannot

in every case overcome the adverse influences

which play upon the pupil in the out-of-school

hours and days.

In like manner, dangerous groups—hoboes,

I. W. W.’s, Bolsheviki, gunmen, street gangs—

represent misdirected and misguided human

effort. These groups are to society what the
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“ bad boy” is to the school. Social disorder

is in no small measure due to the blocking of

normal outlets for human instincts and inter

ests, to the bending of human activities to fit

new conditions in a new world. The adjust

ment required to pass within a few generations

from a rural, pioneer, small-tool, and small

business life to the urban, routing, and big

business life of today is considerable and diffi—

cult of achievement. More or less of crime and

of anti—social conduct seems inevitable. How

can it be reduced to a minimum? is the prac

tical question.

Groups of homeless, womanless, rootless men

are socially dangerous; they lack the ties that

have throughout the ages made for normality

and peaceful efficiency. Home, fireside, wife

and children, neighborhood, all these stabilizing

factors are not in the lives of the majority of

our migratory workers. The nation needs

Liberty Tadds in dealing with the various

problems of our migratory and restless work

ers. When Colonel Disque of the United States

Army went into the Northwest in the war

emergency to take charge of spruce produc

tion he found a “ state of seething unrest.” The

usual unintelligent and primitive strong-arm

methods had been resorted to with the cus

tomary results. But this “ Liberty Tadd ” of

the bigger school-room organized the lumber

jacks into a Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lum

berjacks and “proceeded on the assumption

that the vast majority of them would respond

to reasonable and fair treatment.” As might

be expected, he got the results. Even the hobo

and the I. W. W. will change for the better

under intelligent treatment. The men who

loudly demanded the bull-pen and the stockade

for the hobo and the I. W. W. are quite simi—

lar to the old schoolmaster who ruled by the

rod. Except in extreme and temporary emer

gencies, they are not safe guides.

But, if the home and the play environment

of the boy are vicious and degrading, the

school alone cannot in all cases solve the bad

boy problem; likewise, the legal authorities,

employers, and social workers can only par

tially solve the problem of social disorder as

long as living and working conditions are such

as to breed prolifically the migratory and home»

less workers. We must take better care of

these American “ allies ” of ours.

The Future and the I. W. W.

[By a Washington Oflicial]

OW that the war is over and most of

the I. ‘W. W. leaders are in jail, it may

be time to sit down and calmly appraise the

situation. We have discovered a method of

dealing with the leaders of the movement, but

we can hardly apply that method to the entire

membership unless we wish to face the possibil

ity of supporting the entire revolutionary wing

of the labor movement in jails at public ex—

pense.

The great recruiting ground for the I. W.

W. is the Northwest—the iron ranges, the lum

ber camps, and incidentally the farms. The

first two industries in particular are operated

almost wholly by hobo labor. The tarting point

for the I. W. W. is the “ blan t stifi' '-—the

migratory worker traveling from camp to

camp, from mill to mill, with his blankets on his

back. This man is the raw material for the

I. W. W.

The lumberjack is perpetually on the move,

mowing the great trees as the farmer mows hay.

Like a blight he travels across the land felling

forest after forest and leaving behind him ruin

and devastation. His work begets an aptitude

for destructiveness. Besides, his occupation

keeps him from remaining long in one place, and

consequently for him home is impossible. The

rough and unsanitary surroundings of the

camps are inimical to'marriage and the rearing

of families. Is it strange that his opinion of

the institution of marriage is not high? Neither

does the migratory nature of his work permit

him to remain long enough in one place to ac

quire citizenship or voting privileges, or if it

does, he cannot stay long enough to avail him

self of them. Is it strange, then, that he should

fail to turn to the ballot box for relief when

caught between the upper and nether millstones

of industrial activity.
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His code of morals, his theory of political

action, his view of society in general are all de—

termined by his job. Can we logically expect

a man whose means of livelihood make common

decency impracticable to cherish the same

standard of citizenship as the man who has but

to walk around the corner to the polls on elec—

tion day?

Nothing is more natural than that this man,

lacking as he is in education and with no inter

est in society outside of himself, should turn

to the seductive doctrine of syndicalism and the

easy road of sabotage and direct action. He is

isolated from society; he takes no part in its

deliberations or elections; he receives no pro

tection from it. He encounters the law only in

its repressive aspect; he never sees it as a source

of protection. It is easy to conclude that so

ciety is a hostile body and the law an instru

ment of oppression.

Repression was our necessity during the war.

It is difficult to see how such a course could

have been avoided in most cases. The house

was on fire, and we had to put the fire out. Yet

we were almost in the position of having first set

fire to the house and then being compelled to

put it out. But now that our fire is extin—

guished, it is high time to consider means for

preventing another blaze. We shall continue

to produce anarchy and syndicalism until we

cease breeding hoboes. We must establish cer

tain great industries—lumbering, for example

—on a new basis. An industry based upon

hobo labor is based wrong. Its unhealthy so—

cial status is full of danger to the rest of the

country. If the condition were restricted to

the lumber industry we might delude ourselves

into regarding it as a necessary evil. But it is

not thus restricted. We are face to face with

a dangerous and contagious industrial disease

that is spreading rapidly through contiguous

industries and menacing the life, health, and

working conditions of wage earners all over

America.

The real reason for the trouble lies in the

fact that the lumber industry is operated on a.

faulty principle. Lumbering in the United

States is carried on like a mining industry. It

should be a farming industry. We are destroy

ing our great forests, squandering the capital

that nature has so lavishly bequeathed to

us. Our trees are disappearing. The original

home of the lumber industry was in Maine, and

until the ’Seventies the Northeastern States cut

the largest percentage of any region in the

country. Since then the lumber industry has

been passing over the country in a series of

waves, before it the virgin forests which it

took centuries to produce, and behind it dev

astated areas where it will take centuries to

grow again the original woods. Except for a

few virgin patches, the whole area is gone.

Looked at from the point of view either of

sound conservation of our natural resources or

of sound conservation of the man power and

morale of the nation, we must change our policy.

The remedy is to replace “ timber mining ” by

“ timber culture.” Trees are growing things,

and not minerals. Lumbering should be a tree

farming, a tree growing industry. There is

probably more standing timber—or was at the

outbreak of the European War—in France and

Switzerland, or even Germany for that matter,

than there was a hundred years ago. One

generation has protected the rights of the next.

Timber is cut carefully there—no haphazard

denudation of whole districts. As trees mature

they are removed, and forests furnish a per

petual reservoir of wood instead of being ex—

hausted in one giant dra_ught. The adoption of

a similar policy in America would do much to

solve not only our labor problems but the prob—

lem of conservation as well. If real forestry

can be made to replace destructive timbering it

would be quite possible to establish permanent

forest communities where wives and children,

voting and elections, schools, education, and

property would all thrive.

If fifty years is the life of a tree, and a fifty

square-mile tract is cut over in a few years, we

must wait exactly fifty years for another cut

ting. If, on the other hand, the fifty-mile tract

be divided into fifty sections and one of them

out each year we have the same amount of

standing timber all the time and we have a

greater annual yield than if we wiped out the

tract at one cutting. The Labor Department

and the Forest Service have both shown that

such Ventures are perfectly feasible. Why

could not lumber camps be located at the center

of natural areas with permanent villages located

somewhere near the geographical centers of

such areas? Railroad transportation could

easily be arranged. The problem of the lum
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berjack is simply the problem of the commuter.

The great war demands for timber, for ships,

and military structures will probably cease at

some not distant period, but the activities of

reconstruction will demand great quantities of

material. Let these be supplied by free, Well

fed, and well paid workers.

 
 

CURRENT THOUGHT

 

We Are Coming, Father Hugo

A DAY will come when the only battlefield will

be the market open to commerce and the mind

opening to new ideas. A day will come when

bullets and bombshells will be replaced by votes,

by the universal sufl'ragc of nations, by the ven

erable arbitration of a great sovereign scnfle,

which will be to Europe what the parliament is

to England, what the diet is to Germany, what

the legislative assembly is to France. A day will

come when cannon will be exhibited in public

museums, just as an instrument of torture is now,

and people will be astonished how such a thing

could have been. A day will come when these

two immense groups, the United States of Amer

ica and the United States of Europe, shall be

seen placed in the presence of each other extending

the hand of fellowship across the ocean—Victor

Hugo.

The Natural Order

IF there exists a supreme will and purpose, i. e.,

if the universe answers to a final cause, there

must exist also an ordained plan of universal

phenomena—physical, chemical, biological, eco

nomic, social, political, moral—that, all, work to

ward the fulfillment of that will, purpose and

end. That is to say, if there is a God, there must

be a “ natural order " of the world—obviously in

cluding and affecting all human undertakings and

achievements.

From the hypothesis of the existence of a Su

preme Being it follows that men can never attain

harmony and peace, unless they first succeed in

discovering the natural social and international

order, conforming to this their political concep

tions and legal institutions. The legal organiza

tion of the world, through intra-national and inter

national laws, must simply follow the formula of

the natural order.

The salvaton of mankind from present and

future international and social ordeals is possible

only through the general recognition of a great

truth—that of the natural order. Now, this is

nothing else than order through liberty and in

liberty—liberty which is equality and equity—and

its fundamental natural law is freedom to pro

duce and to exchange.

In this natural order, political "machineries "

and “organizations,” such as a league of nations,

international tribunals, self—determination and

government, will be introduced and will usefully

function; these institutions will grow and pros

per—not as essential factors, but as helpful regu

lators of order and of peace.

Harm! Laxana'r.

Be Not Afraid

ALL creation has travailed together

To bring the great Present to birth,

\Vith no faltering May-be or “'hcther,

The Kingdom of Heaven on Earth;

It is ours; let us follow the vision

Lest we perish, as Solomon said;

And go forward with dauntless decision

Of the average man unafraid.

What wonder, when palaces totter,

When war-lords and tsars turn to clay,

‘Vhen privilege pulps like a blotter

And tities and charters decay,

If the coronct wearer of profit

Grow needlessly nervous with dread

Lest Demos compel him to dofl' it

And don a red nightcap instead.

This war is the end of the error

That Earth was designed for the Few,

The end of the tenure of terror;

The deed to the world is made new.

We are blind if we stop with the Kaiser,

While we practice our burdens to shirk;

To begin at the bottom were wiser

And condemn all who live without work.

World-ruin, it seems to the spoiler,

To the prophet a new age begun;

For the burden-bearer and toiler

Are taking their place in the sun.

So fear not, though palaces totter

And the scheme of the past is-unmade;

The same voice that stilled Galilee's water

Calms the tempest now: Be not afraid!

WILLIAM Hanannr Cannons.
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Social Misfits

To the Editor of THE Puauc:

I DO not wish my subscription renewed. When I

become an anti—American pro-German and an

I. W. W., then I shall need THE PUBLIC. When I

can admire murderous men like Lenine and Trot

sky, I shall need Tm: Puauc. When I believe

Bryan is not a blatant ass and Baker is not an

impudent incompetent, I shall need Tm: vauc.

When I can believe that your hero Wilson did not

by his paltering policy endanger civilization, and

did not by his vacillation waste hundreds of thou

sands of lives and billions of dollars (which will

be a burden to ourselves, and posterity), and did

not actually shirk the moral responsibility which

he now glibly preaches, then I shall need THE

Pvauc.

In my opinion the economic truth of the Single

tax is obscured and its adoption retarded by the

irresponsible malcontents and social misfits who

assume to be its oracles.

Newark, N. J. HENRY L. BULLEN.

Collecting Damages from Germany

To the Editor of THE PUBLIC:

I HAVE just read with appreciation your

editorial “ How Germany Can Pay," and think

this is a subject that cannot receive too much

attention at this time.

The difliculties of collection of the " damages "

from Germany must be cause for serious concern

at the peace table. If the thought could be ef

fectively projected into that conference that such

a suggestion would make for internal as well as

external settlements that would appeal to the

sense of justice of the democracy of the Teutonic

countries, the presentation by the peace confer—

ence of this idea as an answer to the natural

question of the Germans, " How are we to pay? "

would have an electrical world-wide effect.

San Antonio, Tex. A. “7. HARTMAN.

The British Election

To the Editor of THE PUBLxc:

THE Plunderbund press is gloating over the

“ sweeping victory of Lloyd George " in

Great Britain, but the actual facts are these: The

total vote was--—For Lloyd George 5,028,854;

against Lloyd George 4,330,700, or a majority of

697,656 in a total vote of 9,854,054, or less than

eight per cent!

Not so very “ sweeping " after all, seeing that

Lloyd George picked the time that would best

suit him. -

Of the 56 members from Yorkshire eight are

Labor and 1 independent. Outside of Ulster Ire

land went almost solidly for Sinn Fein, 72 to 8.

The one outstanding fact is that there is a new

alignment—Labor (Socialist) against the land—

lords and big manufacturers. The middle class,

Liberal, party has very few members, about half

of these few wear the Lloyd George collar.

Very few soldiers could vote. The total vote

was much less than half the possible vote. The

Labor (Socialist) vote was doubled. The next

election will be strictly a class vote—Labor vs.

Special Privilege. It is primarily a Lloyd George

victory; a vote of confidence in the man who

“licked the Kaiser "; but the majority was less

than 8 per cent of the total vote, with hundreds

of “ three-cornered " contests. With the passing

of the Liberal Party, the next election will be be

tween the people (in bad times) and Special

Privilege; and Labor will have the initiative.

Bellingham, Wash. W. H. KAUFMAN.

Mutual Support

To the Editor of Tm: PUBLIC:

OlV shall we keep the Dove of Peace? Are

we prepared for the needed developments?

Already we are hearing the old silly talk about the

“ Balance of Trade " and Protection to our " ever

infant industries." -

The alluring bait of the “ full dinner pail " is

again hung out to catch the toiler. If Protection

really ever did fill the dinner pail of 10 workers

in 100 it made it less full for the other 90. But

the joke is, the ten “protected” workers were

the worst paid of the whole 100. Why should the ‘

workers of one nation wish to put up a bar to

prevent workers of all other nations co-operating

in a free exchange of the needed goods that each

most naturally and easily produces? Such ex

change spells Commerce, Mutual Benefit, and

Amity. It causes full demand for the products of

every country; it increases the common wealth; it

makes plenty for all.

The old gufi, taught every nation, that pros

perity is measured by the cash “ balance of trade "

in its favor is simply impossible. A and B cannot

both have it. Besides, real wealth is usable goods

-—food, clothing and the like—for which cash is

the symbol. It is obviously just and right to make

this real wealth as plentiful as possible to all

people. Tarifl's tend to make it as scarce as pos

sible. Moreover, frontier custom houses will find

revenue difficult of collection now that airships can

pass in the night four miles overhead, dump their

cargoes a hundred miles inland, and be back over

the border before dawn.

Let us forget our party prejudices, and realize

that this new world of justice demands a “ square

deal’ not for one, but for all nations, for the

products of all peoples alike. Let us enjoy the

world’s common wealth.

Pacific Grove, Cal. Enwsnn Bsnwrcx.
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Amalgamation of Classes

Fair Play for the Workers, by Percy Stickney

Grant. Mofl'at, Yard & Company. New York.

Price, $1.60.

THERE seems a certain incongruity in the asso

ciation of ideas which Dr. Grant typifies—

the Fifth Avenue rector, and the impassioned

champion of the proletariat. His Church of the

Ascension, on lower Fifth Avenue, holds every

Winter Sunday evening a most heterogeneous as

semblage, which participates in a service, half

secular and half religious. Prophets of all forms

of social unrest are welcome to his pulpit and are

free to preach, each his own form of economic

gospel. Thus does Dr. Grant hope to throw a

bridge of mutual understanding across the chasm

that separates classes and masses.

His book is the outcome of the same spirit. He

attempts to collate and set forth what the various

social movements of the day mean to the men who

lead, and who may therefore be presumed to under

stand them. It is of value to all people who want

to be fair-minded. The public press was never a

more unreliable guide to the meaning of popular

currents of thought than it is today. Movements

for constitutional reform, for mere municipal

ownership, 0r political improvement, are stigma

tized as Bolshevism.

The most valuable part of Dr. Grant's book is

his collection of authoritative expositions of the

various groups working for social betterment.

When he attempts to set forth an economic pro

gram he merely proves once more that a good

preacher is nearly always a bad economist. His

mental attitude is well shown by this paragraph

from his preface: “ We find that changed social

ideas produce changed economic theories. In our

time, democratic common sense is deciding that

human personality must be built up, not destroyed,

by economic processes; that wages must serve in

dividual welfare and social need. (Exit Adam

Smith. Enter Jesus.) " This passage indicates a

frame of mind that seems to indict the economists,

who pointed out the causes of existing social con

ditions, for having caused the diseased conditions

which they merely diagnosed. “ For God’s sake,

doctor, don’t say that the child has diphtheria! "

may he a perfectly natural cry from an anguished

mother, but it is the fact and not what the doctor

says that is important. Christianity may inspire

us with a warmer sense of brotherhood in our ef

fort to solve the mystery of humanity’s failure to

institute justice in human relations; it will accom

plish little if it throws overboard the men who have

offered an intelligible clue to the labyrinth in which

the race has been aimlessly wandering from the

beginning of recorded history. With the deepest

reverence, we can say that Jesus has been “ enter

ing " for two thousand years, and yet the Great

War was possible, and the horrors of peace among

Christian peoples were so atrocious that it did not

seem a mere epigram when a visiting Englishman

said in Cooper Union last year that the English

people were yearning for peace, " because they had

forgotten what it was like."

We honor Dr. Grant for what he is doing to

bring about a better understanding between groups

who hate each other, and misunderstand each other.

His book, in spite of its noble purpose, offers no

answer to the riddle of the Sphinx, which society

must answer or be destroyed. If Dr. Grant would

study the economists, whom he uses despitefully,

he would find them in accord with the highest

teachings of his Master. Jesus said, “ He that is

least among you all, the same shall become great,"

so Economic Science says to its votaries: “ Behold

the Man at the Margin! Let Him Reign!"

Owen Mzaaviaoa.

The Negro Problem

American Negro Slavery. By Ulrich Bonnell

Phillips, Ph. D. Published by D. Appleton &

Co., New York. Price, $8.

IT is probably no exaggeration to say that all the

ink which has been spilled over the Negro ques

tion would be enough to dye a dusky hue all the

white population of the United States, but it is not

beyond the bounds of reason to say that not

enough ink has been used upon this important

problem.

The Negro has been, directly and indirectly,

such an important factor in the life of our country

that nothing whatever bearing on the subject may

be regarded as superfluous. We, therefore, wel

come Professor Phillips's book, even in spite of

its more than five hundred pages.

Professor Phillips has devoted more than twenty

years to the study of the Negro and his book

shows that he has not wasted his time. Beginning

with a short sketch on the exploitation of the

Guinea Coast, the author deals at length with the

slave colonies in the sugar islands and passes on

to those in the Southern part of our country,

minutely studying the hateful institution up to

the time when it nominally ceased to exist.

Professor Phillips set out to write his book with

the determination that nothing of a partisan spirit

should inject itself into his work. Nothing but

facts, unassailable facts, were to he used. It seems

to us that he has admirably succeeded in his pur—

pose, but facts are cold and their frigidness has

communicated itself to his book. It is an icy hook

—though at times, it makes our blood boil—in

which we find the Negroes studied not as human

beings but as mere chattels.

In this respect the book does not help us toward

the solution of what pufied-up sociologists and
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political mercenaries call “ the Negro problem."

In so far as most of us are mere chattels, the

Negroes of this country can no longer be consid

ered as chattels; they are human beings, and it is

as such that we must study them.

Although Professor Phillips’s book, invaluable

as it is to all students of the Negro, says nothing

about his psychology, there are scattered sentences

that to the conscientious reader must be manna

for thought. These sentences seem to be out of

place in a book that deals strictly with “ the sup—

ply, employment, and control of Negro labor,”

and, considering that the author wanted to remain

neutral, as it were, must have been written without

due appreciation of their import and eloquence.

Speaking of the transatlantic Via Crucis which

the African slaves had to follow, Professor Phillips

quotes a factor from Charleston thus: “ Yet I

never saw an instance of cruelty in ten or twelve

years’ experience in that branch equal to the

cruelty exercised upon those poor Irish. . .

Self~interest prompted the baptized heathen to

take some care of their wretched slaves for a mar

ket, but no other care was taken of those poor

Protestant Christians from Ireland but to deliver

as many as possible alive on shore upon the cheap

est terms, no matter how they fared upon the

voyage, nor in what condition they were landed.”

This was written in 1768. Again, speaking of the

plantation régime, the professor says: “ On the

generality of the plantations the tone of the man

agement was too much like that in most modern

factories. The laborers were considered more as

work-units than as men, women, and children." And

speaking of the migration westward of masters

and slaves, he compares the hardships endured by

their caravans in the Southern swamps with the

terrific privations suffered by the gold seekers

when crossing the Nevada desert on their way to

California, This tends to show that the abusive

treatment of the Negro is not something exclusive—

ly peculiar to the blacks, but rather an aggravated

manifestation of the feelings of man, in general,

toward his fellow mortals of whaetever race or

color.

A sordid and blind commercialism uprooted the

blacks from the African soil and transplanted them

to the American continent. It severed family ties

and imposed unremitting labors and outrageous

tortures upon a so-called inferior race. The in

justice was too plain, and the civil war was fought

in an attempt to do away with it. But what no

body saw then, and what many still refuse to see,

is that the injustice especially directed to African

toil indicated the movement of the whole current.

The same sordid and blind commercialism is to

day exerting its foul influence, not alone on the

blacks but on the whites. It still drives people

from one country into another, it still tortures peo

ple and imposes tasks, infinitely more dangerous

to soul and body than anything the slaves ever

had to perform, upon white men, women, and chil
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dren. The Negro problem is a mankind problem,

and the solution is found in fair-handed justice.

Mamano JOAQUIN LORENTE.

Great Britain and the United States

British-American Discords and Concords. The

History Circle. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New

York. 1918.

THIS monogram, prepared by the History Circle

the City Club of New York, contains a record

of the relations of Great Britain and the United

States during the last three centuries. Without g0

ing into detail it states concisely and lucidly the

causes of the disputes that have arisen at various

times between the two countries, and the methods

of settlement that have been adopted. It thus

gives a background for the consideration of the

problems confronting them at the present time. It

shows how fundamentally united in ideal and policy

they have been, in spite of much superficial mis

understanding and some violent clashes, and how,

almost involuntarily, each has constantly sought

the support of the other for ends of justice and

democracy. One is impressed by the fact that in

cidents in themselves frequently insignificant have

led the nations to the verge of war, until a mutual

recognition of the true proportions of the issues in

volved has resulted in a peaceful adjustment. This

has been due partly perhaps to the Anglo—Saxon

temperament, whose fund of common sense and

feeling for fair play can be brought into action

even in the heat of argument. As governments the

two peoples are in substantial agreements, and are

likely always to remain so, but much personal pre

judice that has been inherited from the past, and

that has been fostered partly by what Lord Bryce

has described as “ the offensively supercilious at

titude of the English and the self—assertive ar

rogance of the Americans," and partly by Irish

agitation, remains to be eliminated. The recent

war and the present peace negotiations should give

a unique opportunity for removing such causes of

misunderstanding by adding to the coldness of an

abstract ideal the warmth of a personal handicap.

BLANCHE DISMORR.

 
 

NEWS

 

Administration

-—I)irector—General Hines estimates the expen—

ditures on railroad betterment for the current year

will be $800,000,000 for extensions and improve

ments and $200,000,000 for rolling stock.

—Formal proclamatibn by the State Department

that the national Prohibition amendment has been

ratified by three-fourths of the States of the Union

and thus becomes a valid part of the Constitution
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was issued January 29, by Frank L. Polk, the

acting Secretary of State.

—On January 28 the Burnett bill to restrict

general immigration for four years was ordered

favorably reported to the House. A minority of

the Immigration Committee will present an oppos—

ing view. Organized labor is said to favor the

measure, while the State Department fears possible

conflict with treaty understandings.

—A minimum base price of $17.50 a hundred

pounds for hogs for the month of February has

been agreed upon by the food administration. The

needs of the Allies for February will amount to

225,000,000 pounds of pork. The Inter-Allied

food council in Paris has recommended that Ger

many and other enemy countries be allowed 70,000

tons of pork monthly.

—On January 28 the House Committee on Post

Oiiices and Post Roads voted to return the tele—

phone and telegraph systems to their owners on

Dec. 81, 1919. This is taken as a notification that

the Republican members are set against the idea

of public ownership. Some of them are reported

as rejoicing that the vote showed that “ the Admin

istration was licked to a frazzle."

—Robert \V. \Voolley, Interstate Commerce

Commissioner, speaking at the University Club in

Bufi'alo January 25, went even further than Mr.

McAdoo in his endorsement of Federal ownership

of the railroads. He declared that the taking over of

the railroads averted a disaster and the conduct of

the roads in the months of the war proved the prac

ticability and wisdom of government ownership.

—-Following the receipt of a vigorous message

from the President, the House and Naval Affairs

Committee unanimously reported the bill for a

three—year naval program, involving an expendi

ture of $600,000,000. The construction of the

ships is not to begin until February 1, 1920, and

it is provided that the program may be suspended

if a competent instrumentality for international

peace is set up in the meantime.

—Senator Harry New of Indiana has intro—

duced a bill in the Senate for universal military

training. Under the bill all youths on reaching

the age of eighteen years are to be subject to

training for a continuous period of not more than

one year. Senator New said his bill was merely a

“ nucleus," and he asked advice from the Military

Affairs Committee and the General Staff. He said

he did not expect it to be passed by the present

session of Congress.

—The rumor was circulated that $15,000,000,

000 had been returned to the Treasury as a result

of the armistice, and that another Liberty Loan

was therefore unnecessary. This wild story was

effectively denied by Secretary of the Treasury

Carter Glass, who said that, as matter of fact, the

Government had been forced to borrow between

four and five billion dollars, and that the cash ex

penditures of the Government for December alone

were two billion dollars. Mr. Glass pointed out

that just as it was a gradual development for the

United States to raise its average expenditures

from $100,000,000 a month to $2,000,000,000 a

month when the peak was reached, so it will be a

gradual metter in descending from the present high

rate of expenditure to that of normal times.

-—Secretary Lane of the Department of the In—

terior has submitted to the House Appropriations

Committee a request for $200,000 to be spent in

making a special investigation in respect of the

power supply of the industrial region between Bos

ton and the city of \Vashington. The investiga

tion is to he the basis of a constructive national

policy in reference to power supply, which has

grown enormously throughout the country since

the beginning of the war. In the region between

Boston and “'ashington there is power-producing

machinery capable of 8,500,000 horsepower. This

equipment increases from $500,000 to $1,000,000

horsepower annually. Secretary Lane's wish is

that these additions of new equipment be made in

harmony with a comprehensive plan of power pro—

duction to be determined upon in advance and car

ried out in such a way as to bring into use the

undeveloped water-power as soon as possible.

Among other reasons of economy the Secretary

maintains that it would be a great saving in fuel.

The Peace Council

—Thc Indian Empire is represented in Paris by

the Secretary of State for India and by two dele—

gates who went to Paris especially to attend the

Conference. These delegates stand high in the

Indian government.

—A tentative constitution for a League of Na

tions has been drawn up by the members of the

League of Nations Commission. It is constituted

of a preamble and twenty-two articles, following

the general form of the American Constitution,

The leading idea of the preamble is that the na

tions of the world sign a covenant of international

friendship in order to obtain complete respect for

treaty obligations, with the idea of permanently

insuring the peace of the world.

—Our Ambassador to Russia, David R. Francis,

believes that the plan of official investigation at

Princes Islands into Russian conditions is feasible

and expedient. Some of the statesmen of Russia

of former re'gimes have the idea that it would com—

promise thcm to participate in a conference with

the Bolsheviki. But Mr. Francis is impressed with

the idea that the conference would be a court of

inquiry that would enable governments and people

generally to come to a knowledge of exact facts.

——The Peace Conference has definitely decided

that the German colonies will be administered un

der the tutelage of the League of Nations, the

precise plans of their maintenance to be decided

later by the League itself. Premier Hughes made
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astubborn protest to this idea, it being a confirmed

ambition of the Australians to annex the colonies

nearest to their territory, and he demanded that

the Peace Conference settle now the concrete dis—

position of the colonies and not leave it to any

court yet to be formed. Considerable objection

was made in some of the English papers also, but

the latest reports show that all these critics have

been placated and that the Conference will follow

this policy with unanimity.

Reconstruction

—Canada has its eyes open to a. chance for busi—

ness in the reconstruction of Europe. Its trade

commissions have already secured substantial

orders, one of which is for $40,000,000 worth of

Canadian lumber.

—At a special session of the New Zealand Par

liament in October the minister of Finance recom

mended that $4~,866,500 be devoted to acquire lands

for soldiers and $2,433,250 for assistance to sol—

diers on their return. Up to November 28 on an

available acreage of 394,219 only 1,000 out of a

total of 25,000 returned men have been settled on

farms.

—It has been announced that the Forestry De

partment of the New Zealand Government will be

allowed $729,975 for development work during the

coming year, and it is proposed to outline a lib

eral policy along the line of reforestation, espe—

cially covering the question of white and Norway

pines that are found so exceptionally useful in this

part of the world.

—Canada is intent on the business of trans

forming “ casualties " into farmers. Not only is

she generous in allotments of land to her returned

soldiers, but she trains them on farms and in agri

cultural colleges, and after the men are on their

farms the Government experts stand by them with

information and encouragement, that the practical

farming shall be a success. '

—Since North Dakota has turned its Legislature

over to the Nonpartisan League the prospect is

good for a long program of radical legislation.

Seven million dollars is to be invested in a State

bank, and a system of terminal elevators and flour

mills. The State’s scheme of taxation is to be

thoroughly revised, removing the burden from per

sonal property to corporations, incomes, and land.

State officials are to be no longer appointed for

fixed terms, but can be removed at pleasure.

Foreign News

—Porto Rico is consuming 50 per cent. more cof

fee, according to a San Juan coffer dealer, than she

did before the island “ went dry.”

——A new Felix Diaz plot is reported to have been

frustrated in BIexico. On January 25 arrests of

the cabal were made, of whom two were Ameri

cans. One of these is acting paymaster of the in—

surgents.

———The Kaiser spent his first discrowned birthday

at Amcrongen smothered with floral ofl'erings, while

in Germany the Junker class gave vent to their

feelings by drinking his health and beginning an

era of reminiscent speculation.

—China does not wish to retain her German

residents. Twenty-five hundred Teutonic aliens

will be deported by March 1st. Great Britain has

provided the shipping, and will charge the cost of

transportation to the Chinese Government.

——The arrangement by the French High Com

mission to pay the bonds in this country in French

francs at maturity, instead of requiring the holders

to send them to France at their own risk for col

lection, has created a demand here for French 5%5.

——Palestine as a national home land for the Jew—

ish people under the trusteeship of Great Britain

is the demand of the German Central Zionist Com—

mittee, according to a cablegram report received

in this country of a conference of that committee

held in Berlin on Sunday, January 19. It was also

decided to call a congress of representatives of all

Jewish communities in Germany.

—The Archangel Government and other conser

vative elements in Russia have refused to entertain

the idea of holding conferences with the Bolsheviki.

This temperamental intransigeance bids fair to

work the continuance of misery in Russia. Al—

ready it is becoming apparent that the authorities

in Great Britain and the United States are mov

ing in the direction of the withdrawal of their mili

tary influence.

—Oflicial reports from Siberia confirm the news—

paper stories of the universal destitution of that

country. The population of the towns are without

the daily necessaries, and look to the Allies for re

lief, as the peasants will bring in no supplies from

the country unless they can get goods in exchange,

and there are no goods. It is stated that the full

restoration of the railways to civil use would not

suffice to supply the needs of the country.

—With the lifting of an embargo on new news—

papers, announcement is made of another Sun

day paper for London, the Sunday Express,

which is being produced by the publishers of the

Daily Express. Lord Beaverbrook, until recently

Minister of Information, is understood to be devot

ing his personal attention to the venture. The war

produced four new publications, all Sunday pa

pers. Two dailies disappeared, the Standard and

the Citizen.

Labor

—A committee of Trade Union women is to be

sent to Europe shortly by the Department of

Labor to study reconstruction problems as applied

to women in industry.
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—A conference of all persons and organizer

tions interested in Negro labor problems will be

held at Washington by the Department of Labor

on February 17 and 18.

—Investigators for the Department of Labor

find that in nearly a third of all industrial plants

inspected in Indiana women are employed more

than ten hours without overtime. Only ten per

cent. have an eight-hour day.

———The United States Steel and Carnegie Pen

sion Fund paid out $709,059.82 to retired workers

during 1918, who numbered 2,861. During the

eight years the Fund has been in existence the

amount paid out amounts to $4,867,107.55.

—In copper mining circles there has been con

siderable agitation looking to the reduction of the

prices of labor. Big business is looking to the

reduction of wages among copper workers to set

the example for similar reductions in other

branches of industry.

—Apropos of the last Sunday in January being

“ Child Labor Day," the \Vestern Humane Press

Committee of Palo Alto, Cal., widely distributed

a leaflet by Alice Park, called “ Stop Wearing Out

Two Million Children,” in which the case against

child labor was succinctly stated.

—The Department of Labor announces an in

crease of twenty per cent. in the number of an—

employed as compared with the previous week. The

worst conditions are reported in Toledo, Columbus,

Cleveland, and Detroit. Conditions are also seri

ous in the manufacturing centers of New Eng

land, New Jersey, and Massachusetts, and on the

Pacific Coast at Seattle and San Francisco.

—The National Committee for Organizing Iron

and Steel Workers reports remarkable progress

in unionizing the industries concerned. After

years of failure in working on separate lines, the

American Federation of Labor adopted the prin

ciple of united effort. The twenty-four most im—

portant crafts among iron and steel workers

are now combined. They have a membership of

over 1,500,000. It provides a sphere of action

for every worker, “regardless of color, sex, or

occupation." Many great plants, both East and

West, have been thoroughly unionized, and many

of the secondary centers of the industry are fall

ing into line.

——London estimates show that nearly two hun—

dred thousand men and women are out of work

in the United Kingdom through strikes. In Bel—

fast there was serious rioting several days ago,

and later reports told of severe disturbances in

Glasgow. The Daily News declares that in Bel

fast the strike has developed not only into a conflict

between men and masters, but between men and the

Government. In Scotland the employers assert

that the difficulty arises from the foreign-born

among the shipbuilders. Latest advices show that

London has followed the example of Belfast and
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Glasgow, and is in the throes of a very serious

strike, involving among other things underground

traffic.

——The Rebel Worker is the new name of The

Labor Defender, organ of the New York branch

of the I. \V. \V. This explanation is given of the

change of name: “ ' The best defense is ofl'ense.’

We can best protect our own interests and defend

our fellow workers by adopting a vigorous ofl'en

sive among the workers and organizing them into

one big union to overthrow the tyranny of the mas

ter class. The time has come to drop the defen

sive and go back to the good old I. \V. W. doc—

trine of offensive tactics—offensive to the masters

and to all their tools, including the lickspittle ed

itors, smug-voiced preachers, and vote-hunting poli

ticians. \Vc have learned that the best defense

is aggressive organization and education."

—The New York Evening World of Jan. 28

contained an interview with John D. Rockefeller,

Jr., in which he declared that unorganized labor

had equal rights to fair play with those of or

ganized labor, and that all labor is entitled to

representation in the industries. Frederick Law

rence in the Evening World of the following day

gives an interview with James P. Holland, Presi—

dent of the New York State Federation of Labor.

Mr. Holland asserted that organized labor has no

prejudice against John D. Rockefeller, Jr., as he

had done admirable things and was sincere in his

desire for the welfare of industrial workers. Mr.

Holland believed that in the American Federation

of Labor's reconstruction program and in Mr.

Rockefeller’s plan there were “ the fundamentals

of harmonious reciprocity which thoughtful labor

unions and thoughtful representatives of capital

may meet and discuss with bright prospects of ar

riving at mutually acceptable understandings."

Sufirage

——Following the example of the older States in

the suffrage line, Michigan had the experience of a

woman jury. The case before it was one of intoxi

cation. Two juries composed of men had heard

the testimony and failed to agree. It is said the

woman's jury was impaneled as a last resort. The

women seized upon the facts and dealt with them

summarily, and in twenty minutes returned the

verdict of guilty.

—~At its last board meeting the National Amer—

ican \Voman Suffrage Association adopted resolu

tions concerning the ill-treatment of women our

ing the war. After reciting the evidence of the

crimes against women that have been committed by

the Central European Powers, among other de

mands it was resolved that “ definite punishir ent

for crimes against women and girls be provided for

at the Peace Conference."

——The increasingly important part the women of

India are beginning to play in the political lif: is
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indicated by the fact that Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, a

leading sufl'ragist of India, presided at a recent

meeting of the Madras Provincial Conference.

New India, in referring to the event, declares that

it marks " the coming of a great force into modern

Indian political life—-the Indian woman." Mrs.

Naidu sponsored a resolution urging the granting

of the franchise to women at the same time as men,

at a meeting of the Bombay Provincial Conference.

The resolution was suported by 100 prominent

women of Bombay.

Education

—-The board of regents of the University of

Utah announced that it would ask the next Legis

lature to make it compulsory for all physically fit

male students to take military drill at the univer

sity five or six hours a week for two years.

—A Federal department of education with a

secretary who shall be a member of the Cabinet is

the principal educational need in the United States,

in the opinion of President P. L. Campbell, of

the University of Oregon. A bill providing for

such a department has been introduced by Senator

Hoke Smith of Georgia.

—It has been decided to found in Edinburgh,

Scotland, a school for international relations and

foreign politics, which will be formally opened

next January by the French Ambassador in Lon

don, and the secretary of the French Academy.

Among other aims, the school will endeavor to

promote a study of foreign languages, develop

closer intellectual intercourse with foreign coun—

tries, especially universities, and provide a central

platform for lecturers from foreign countries.
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How 1 improved My Memory

In One Evening

The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones

“ Of course I place you!

Addison Sims of Seattle.

“ If I remember correctly—and I

do remember correctly—Mr. Bur

roughs, the lumberman, introduced

me to you at the luncheon of the

Seattle Rotary Club three years

ago in May. This is a pleasure

indeed! I haven‘t laid eyes on you

since that day. How is the grain

business? And how did that amal—

gamation work out?"

The assurance of this speaker—

in the crowded corridor of the

Hotel McAlpin—compelled me to

turn and look at him, though I

must say it is not my usual habit

to “ listen in " even in a hotel lobby.

“He is David M. Roth, the most

Mr.

famous memory expert in the

United States,” said my friend

Kennedy, answering my question

before I could get it out. “ He will

show you a lot more wonderful

things than that, before the evening

is over."

And he did.

As we went into the banquet room

the tonstmaster was introducing a long

line of the guests to Mr. Roth. I got

in line and when it came to my turn,

Mr. Roth asked, “ What are your im

tials, Mr. Jones, and your business

connection and telephone number?"

Why he asked this, I learned later,

when he picked out from the crowd

the 60 men he had met two hours be

fore and called each by name without

a mistake. What is more, he named

each man s business and telephone

number, for ood measure.

I won’t tel you all the other amaz

ing things this man did except _to tell

how he called back, without a minute’s

hesitation, long lists of numbers, bank

clearings, prices, lot numbers, parcel

post rates and anything else the guests

gave him in rapid order.

..IOOO

When I met Mr. Roth again—which

on ma be sure I did the first chance

Igot— e rather bowled me over by say

ing in his quiet, modest way:

'There is nothing miraculous about

my remembering anything I want to re

member, whether it be names, faces, fig

ures, facts or something I have read in

a magazine.

" You can do this just as easily as I

do. Anyone with an average mind can

learn quickly to do exactly the same

things which seem so miraculous when

I do them.

r

“ That is all right for you, Mr. Roth,"

I interru tad, “ you have given years to

it. But ow about me?"

" Mr. Jones," he replied. “ I can teach

you the secret of a good memory in one

erenin . This is not a guess, because I

have one it with thousands of pu ils.

In the first of seven sim le less out!

which I have Ere ared for one study,

I show you t e asic principle of my

whole system and you will find it—not

hard work as you might fear—~but just

like playing a fascinating game. I will

prove it to you."

He didn t have to prove it. His

Course did; I got it the very next day

from his publishers, the Independent

Cor ration.

hen I tackled the first lesson, I sup

se I was the most in rised man u

orty-eight states to fin that I had

learned—in about one hour—how to re

member a list of one hundred words so

that I could call them oi! forward and

back without a single mistake.

The first lesson stuck. And so did

the other six.

Read this letter from C. Louis Allen,

who at 32 ears became president of a

million dolar corporation, the P rene

Manufacturing Compan of New ork,

makers of the famous extinguisher:

“ Now that the Roth Memory Course

is finished, I want to tell you how

much I have on oped the study of

this most fascinat ng subject.

these courses involve a rest deal of

drudgery. but this has n nothing

but pure pleosure all the way through.

I have derived much benefit from ink

ing the course of instructions and feel

that I shall continue to strengthen my

memory. That is the best part of it.

I shall be glad of an opportunity to

recommend your work to my friends."

Hr. Allen didn‘t put it a bit too strong.

The Roth Course is priceless! I can

absolutely count on my memory now. I

can call the name of most any man I

have met before—and I am getting better

all the time. I can remember any fig

ures I wish to remember. Telephone

numbers come to mind instantly, ones I

have filed them by Mr. Roth's easy

method. Street addresses are Just as

Usually

easy.

The old fear of forgetting (you know

what that is) has vanished. I used to be

"scared stiff" on my foot—because I

wasn’t sure. I couldn't remember what

I wanted to say.

Now I am sure of myself. and confi

dent, and " easy as an old shoe " when I

get on my feet at the club. or at a ban

quet. or in a business meeting, or in any

social gathering.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of it

all is that I have become a good conver

sationalist—and I used to be as silent as

n sphinx when i got into a crowd of

people who knew things.

Now I can call up like a flash of light

ning most any fact I want right at the

instant I need it most. 1 used to think a

" hnir trigger ” memory belonged only to

the prodigy and genius. Now I see that

every man of us has that kind of a mem

0ry if he only knows how to make it

work right.

I tell you it is a wonderful thing, after

groping around in the dark for so many

years to be able to switch the big search

light on your mind and sec instantly

everything you want to remember.

This Roth Course will do wonders in

your office. -

Since we took it up you never hear

anyone in our office say “I guess" or

“I think it was about so much" or "I

forget that right now" or "I can't ro

member " or " I must look up his name."

Now they are right there with the an

swer—liks a shot.

Have you ever heard of “ Multlgraph "

Smith? Real name H. Q. Smith, Divi

sion Manager of tho Multlgraph Sales

Company, Ltd., in Montreal. Here is just

a bit from a letter of his that I saw

last week:

“ Here is the whole thing in a nut

shell: Mr, Roth has a most remarkable

Memory Course. It is sim le, and

easy as falling oi! a log. get with

one hour a day of practice, anyone—

I don‘t care who he is—can improve

his Memory 100% in a week and

1.000% in six months."

My advice to you is don't wait another

minute. Send to Independent Corpora

tion for Mr. Roth's amazing course and

see what a wonderful memory you have

oL Your dividends in increased earn

na power will be enormous.

VICTOI JON:

Send No Money

So confident is the Independent Corpo

ration, the publishers of the Roth Mem

ory Course, that once you have an

opportunity to see in your own home

how easy it is to double. yes, triple Your

memory power in a few short hours, that

they are willing to send the course on

free examination.

Don‘t send any money. Merely mail

the coupon or write a letter and the com

plete course will he sent, all charges pre

paid, at once. If you are not entirely

satisfied send it back any time within

five days after you receive it and you

will owe nothing.

On the other hand, if you are as

pleased as are the thousands of other

men and women who have used the

course send only $5 in full payment.

You take no risk and you have every

thing to gain, so mail the coupon now

before this remarkable offer is withdrawn

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

InhomhmtiImnnrminu

 

  
"My own memory," continued Mr.

Roth, “ was originally very faulty. Yes

it was-—a really poor memory. 0n meet

ing a man I would lose his name in

thirty seconds, while now there are prob—

ah] 10,000 men d women in the

[In ted States, man of whom I have

met but once, whose names I can call in

stantly no meeting them."

4;“
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119 West 40th Street, New York

Established iMB—Publishers o] The Independent (and Harper’s Weekly)

Please send me the Roth Memory Course of seven lessons.
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